Walter Reed Test
1. Walter Reed was _____ medical
doctor.
A. a German
B. a Spanish
C. an American
D. a Hungarian
2. He became a doctor at the age of
_____.
A. 18
B. 20
C. 25
D. 30
3. He joined the military because _____.
A. he wanted to make a lot of money
B. his wife wanted him to
C. he was very young and needed
opportunities for advancement
D. his uncle was in the military
4. For 16 years he served in_____.
A. Africa
B. an Army outpost
C. a hospital in Washington D.C.
D. a small village in Cameroon
5. He wanted to study further and asked
for _____.
A. money to go to school
B. books to use
C. a four month leave from the Army
D. other doctors to teach him

6. For seven months he studied at _____.
A. Johns Hopkins Hospital
B. Walter Reed Hospital
C. Bellevue
D. Massachusetts General
7. He and some other doctors studied
_____.
A. polio
B. meningitis
C. typhoid fever
D. tuberculosis
8. Many people who carried the disease
_____.
A. did it on purpose
B. wanted to make people sick
C. got it from animals
D. had no symptoms themselves
9. One way to keep disease from
spreading is to _____.
A. make sure you are with a lot of
people
B. wash your hands often
C. correspond only by writing
D. live in unsanitary conditions
10. Reed and the other doctors
recommended _____.
A. shots for everyone
B. that people stay away from animals
C. better sanitary conditions
D. fly swatters

11. Another way typhoid was spread was
by _____.

16. Doctors and soldiers volunteered to
be bitten by _____.

A. flies
B. beetles
C. mosquitoes
D. frogs

A dogs
B. bats
C. mosquitoes
D. flies

12. To spread typhoid the insect would
_____.

17. After the tests, they decided the
disease was carried by _____.

A. bite people and make them sick
B. transfer the disease from human
waste to food
C. go from county to county
D. fly long distances

A. mosquitoes
B. worms
C. bats
D. flies

13. Thousands of soldiers in Cuba died
from _____.

18. To stop the spread of the disease
they _____.
A. killed all the bats
B. swatted the flies
C. sprayed areas of water with chemicals
D. had the dogcatcher catch the stray
dogs

A. tuberculosis
B. black plague
C. yellow fever
D. measles
14. In Cuba, Reed observed that _____.
A. the sanitary conditions were very
good
B. there were many frogs
C. the days were very cold
D. workers did not catch the disease
from the sick people
15. He concluded that _____.
A. the disease did not transfer from
person to person
B. cows were the culprits
C. cold weather would kill the disease
D. frogs were responsible

19. The success of Reed’s research made
possible the building of the _____.
A. Suez Canal
B. Panama Canal
C. Intercontinental Railroad
D. Erie Canal
20. The Army Hospital in _____ is
named after Walter Reed.
A. Colorado
B. Georgia
C. Arizona
D. Washington D.C.
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